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NEWSLETTER
All the news from Filkins &
Boughton Poggs
Hello everyone.

May Events
July 3

NGS Open Gardens

July 14

Transport for Filkins

At time of writing,

Meeting, 5 Alls

the sun is shining,
the world looks

July 15

like it is still turning

Deadline for August
Newsletter

and F&BP does
not appear to

July 16

Open Village Day

have broken into
warring factions, be they

commentators than your

in vs out or 20isplenty vs

humble correspondent and

20isokbutnotasgoodas30.

besides there is so much

Or maybe it has but no

more goods stuff to talk

one has bothered to

about. This month the

recruit me yet. One of

village puts on its Sunday

these will have

best and invites the

ramifications that will

neighbours round: we start

Enjoy all these events and

shake F&BP to its core and

with Open Gardens this first

have a great July.

surely we all live in fear of

Sunday of July (I hope this

that day when the pub

reaches you before then!)

puts up the price of its

and then really goes for it

wine. I suggest we start

with the inaugural Filkins

stockpiling now.

Exposed on 16th July. Full

While the traffic campaign

details are inside and it

makes headway, the

looks like being a fantastic

shockwaves from the

day for all.

recent Brexit vote will

Also inside are details of

surely reach us in due

the ongoing traffic

course but enough has

discussion and the usual

probably been said about

bits and pieces associated

that by better informed

with our wonderful villages.

Paul
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Filkins & Boughton
Poggs Parish

place in April and identified
the need for refurbishment
on two pieces of

Council
Next Meeting

equipment. This will be dealt

The next meetings of the

Thank you to all who have

Parish Council is on the 21st

come forward to help/donate

July, 7.30pm and will be held

monies and your tireless work

Information

in the Village Hall Committee

in organising and supporting

As ever…. Any

room. All are welcome and

events to raise monies

thoughts/comments/concern

we would like to thank all who

towards the fund. The Parish

s on anything related to the

attended both the May Parish

Council is very grateful for the

Parish Council please speak

Council meeting and the

community response.

to the Clerk Ann Tyldesley by

AGM - your input is invaluable

OCC Funding

e mail

and together, we can make
changes happen!

with as soon as possible.

OCC have made many cuts
to services they fund with very

filkinsclerk@hotmail.co.uk or
contact one of our
Councillors.

Bus Route 64

few or no grants available.

As we informed you last

They are attempting to move

All minutes and agendas are

month, the 64 bus service, a

many expenses to local Parish

available on the website

vital link for our residents, was

Councils and we recognise

filkins.org.uk or wospweb site

under threat of closure. We

that this will put an immense

for Filkins and Broughton

now have confirmation that

strain on the Precept.

Poggs Parish Council.

this service will terminate on

Mr Tim Shickle, O.C.C. was

Members of the Parish Council

the 20th of July. Pressure needs

invited to attend the AGM

to be put on O.C.C. to re-

Keith Perry (Chair), Jeremy

meeting to explain what this

instate the subsidy because

Irwin-Singer (Vice Chair), Rob

entails. He detailed cuts to

there will not now be a

Bohm, Roland Jones, Roger

many services including grass

service connecting Swindon,

Chitty, Noelle Walsh.

cutting, sign cleaning, small

Lechlade to Carterton.

road repairs, ditch clearance

Please do write to your local

- all part of a project called

Councillors at WODC and also

Oxfordshire Together.

Other useful contacts

O.C.C.

All residents are invited to

Newsletter editor:

Playground

attend the Precept meeting

stfilica@mail.com

The ROSPA inspection took

to be held in November.
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Filkins Traffic
Ain’t democracy grand?
While some may have been distracted by
some minor vote on a foreign matter, the real
democratic shenanigans were to be found at
the Transport for Filkins facebook group (if you
haven’t joined, please do) where the debate
over traffic in F&BP goes on.
I appreciate that some may have struggled to
find the survey previously posted so before we
go any further I suggest that we run it again; 38
is not bad but more responses would make our
case stronger so, having tweaked the survey in
response to the initial run, I would be grateful if

changing the junction of the A4477 at the
bridge from ‘Give Way’ to ‘Stop’ was a very
good idea indeed. I hope that the next
survey will give us a final steer on these
matters before we post a formal e-petition
to the council website, a petition we hope
that many will chose to support.
We have approached the 20isplenty group
and they have some interesting resources
and advice and that is being explored;
contact is also being made with the police
and the Highways Agency to see what
might be achieved with their assistance.

you would take the time to fill it in. If you are

It was great to see new faces at the last

not on facebook then please drop me a line

meeting and I hope and I hope that we

and I will send you the link.

may have still more this month. If this is an

In case you are wondering, the initial feedback
was that a 20mph zone encompassing the
village either end of the A361 was a good
thing; one way systems were not; no one likes
sleeping policemen or rumble strips; lowering
the speed limit on the B4477 was a lost cause;
but a priority chicane on the B4477 north of
Hazel’s Lane might be worth investigating; and

area that interests you or in which you have
some experience and expertise, please do
come along to the meeting on 14th July.
And please do complete the survey – you
can find the link on the Transport for Filkins
facebook page. And take the chance to let
us know what you think so that we can tell
those who make the decisions.
Paul

VILLAGE HALL COFFEE MORNING
Friday 1st July, 10.30 - 12 noon
Tea, Coffee, Cakes and a Chat
Do come along, everyone is very welcome
Our coffee mornings are held on the first Friday of
every month
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Local Walks: Up and
down the Leach
So, having been voted down last month
here is my favourite walk. One of the
reasons I like it is because it is modular:
you can cross the river at three or four
points and so make the walk longer or
shorter as you see fit. Another factor in its
appeal is the river itself: sometimes its
there, sometimes its not. I think this makes
it a proper bourne but anyone who knows
better is welcome to shout me down. And
of course, it is simply gorgeous, as is
almost any meander through our
countryside; here we have a snap shot of
the Hatherop Estate: open meadows,
woodlands, floodplains and farmed fields.
And by starting and finishing around the
Vic in Eastleach, one of the critical
variables in any walk is met. What’s not to
like?
So, starting in from the Victoria, you head
into the Hatherop Estate and down to the
river. You can go clockwise or anticlockwise: this is the clockwise route

going through a bit of a copse and stay on

which is to say you go upstream first and follow the

the path as it follows the river’s meander at

river back. Walking east from the pub, follow the

a respectful distance. In the winter, the

road to the top village, keeping left after the Alms

stream can get up to nearly a metre at full

Houses. Keep walking up the hill, with a paddock

flood but in the summer the river will

to the left, and take the right turn just before the

probably exist only as a memory; however,

village hall. Go on through the gate and cross the

you should be able to see the chalky,

field, veering to the left. You now simply follow the

rocky bed where it would cut through the

path downhill through a couple of fields towards

valley.

the river, assuming it is there. Keep following the

The path takes you out of the Hatherop

path as it bears left. You will shortly see a bridge to

Estate and briefly onto the road. Head

your left – this is your first opportunity to cross the

north, towards Westwell and Burford, and

river and it will cut off a couple of kilometres from

as you start up the hill look for a public

the walk. If you’re up for the longer loop, keep

pathway to your right. This will take you
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through another little copse before spitting you

an absolute necessity. Most of the time,

out into open fields. This can be a little exposed

however, you will be more than adequately

and bleak, and if our kids are in a moaning

served by the stepping stones and once

mood this is where it comes out but it’s less than

over them it is simply a case of following the

a kilometre and the view back up the valley to

path up the hill, through a couple of fields

the south is pretty spectacular.

and you are back in Eastleach.

So, after that kilometre, you enter another

There is time for one more point of interest:

copse and shortly emerge at a little crossroads.

having climbed out of the Leach valley onto

Turn right and the path will take you about half

the village plateau, the path takes you

a kilometre back through the woods towards

through a cluster of mounds and craters.

the Leach.

These may be Iron Age earthworks or bomb-

Having rejoined the river, the path and takes
you back towards the village. It’s all pretty
straightforward from here but there’s plenty to
see and do: lots to keep the birdwatchers

craters – we’re still fighting about it – but any
more information would be welcome.
Anyway, through them and back to the
Victoria for a well earned pint or several.

interested, a great hill for the kids and anyone

If you still have some gas in the tank at the

with functional knees to run down but the big

clapper bridge, you can stay on the north

favourite in our family are the floating grass

bank and follow the path all the way to the

mats you find just after the river takes a

road; turn right there and you will be shortly

handbrake turn to the north. For whatever

back in Eastleach. This puts just over another

reason, the meadow formed by this kink in the

kilometre or so on the walk so probably

river creates super-saturated ground that just

earns you another pint.

begs to be jumped up and down on. With the
right weather conditions (and wellies) the grass
will surge, bulge, bubble and squeak under
your feet, creating mini-geysers that keep the
kids (and infantile adults) endlessly amused. The

And that’s it. You have my two favourite
walks and I would appreciate knowing
some more so if you have a favourite walk,
don’t keep it to yourself!
Paul

best bit for this is just at the top of the meadow
before the path and the river turn right again
and back on its easterly route.
Almost straight after that you have another of
the river’s most charming features. A tiny
clapper bridge and stepping stones can take
you back across the Leach should you wish.
You don’t have to be a tourist to be utterly
charmed by this spot: this is a firm favourite any
time of year but if the river is in full flood it will
spill out across the plain to the south, beyond
the reach of the stepping stones making wellies
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Timetable of Events - 16th July 2016
10.30am

Dartington Morris Men dance at Cotswold Woollen
Weavers

11.00-12.00pm Fun Dog Show at Cotswold Woollen Weavers,
(enter on field, rosettes & prizes)
•
•
•
•
•

Best 6 legs
Ball catching and best retrieve
Prettiest dog
Best child handler under 16
Dog with the waggiest tail

From 11.00am Refreshments, Pimms etc. at Our Village Shop
11.00-4pm

Bar and BBQ on kickabout field at Village Centre

11.30am

Dartington Morris Men dance at the Village Centre

2 to 4pm

Cream Teas at Green Dragon House

2.30pm

Dartington Morris Men dance at the Village Centre

4.30pm

Dartington Morris Men dance at the Village Centre

In addition to those exhibitions and activities mentioned on the
poster, there will be a treasure hunt and a nature trail.
Souvenir Programmes £2 for residents and non parking visitors

Round off the evening at the 5 Alls, where the Morris
Men will dance and the pizza oven will be in operation!
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The Goodfellows Yard Time Capsule:
George Swinford and Sir Stafford Cripps
Imagine yourself in late 1938. Twenty years after
the end of the 'war to end all wars' the world
stands on the brink of another global conflict, only
this time with even more terrifying weapons. The
horrors of the bombing of Guernica in the Spanish
Civil War the previous year mean that destruction
from the air is now a very real fear for everyone.
Meanwhile, in Filkins a stone mason and foreman

the Fascists, and signed by George

is told to down tools by his employer and stop

Swinford. That it was George himself

work. But before he does, in case the world as he

who hid the jar is confirmed in his memoir

knows it comes to a terrible end he decides to

“The Jubilee Boy”, where he records

leave a secret record of the times he is living in

finishing the houses at Bulls Close in 1938,

hidden deep inside the last building he is working

then moving on to work on some of Sir

on, safely stored away and preserved for

Stafford's barns until Stafford tells him with

generations many years hence to find. Or so he

war now inevitable he and his gang are

thinks...

to stop work.

During the work we are doing on the middle barn

Thanks to Iona at Colvin & Moggridge

at Goodfellows Yard we found on the top face of

we've taken copies of everything we

a beam buried in a wall a tin plate, roughly

found and given them to the Swinford

secured by four nails. Underneath was a hollowed

Museum where they will hopefully be on

out circular chamber containing a jam jar, with a

show for people to have a look at over

copy of The Tribune newspaper dated Friday

the summer. As for the originals, we

November 25th 1938. The front page leader,

have respected George’s wishes and re-

written by Stafford Cripps, the founder the

hidden them back in the barn along with

newspaper in the previous year, exhorts the

a copy of The Jubilee Boy to give the

Labour Party to move from its position of

next finder the context of who Stafford

appeasement to an acceptance that war is

Cripps and George Swinford were. The

inevitable after the failure of the Munich

barn itself we had already decided to

agreement. Elsewhere there are contributions

call Stafford’s Barn; little did we know

from Nye Bevan, among other well-known left

that we would uncover such a direct link

wing figures. But the most important piece of

with both the man himself, and his

paper contained in the jar is a petition to the local

erstwhile foreman and right hand man.

MP dated November 29th 1938, urging the
Government to support the Republicans in Spain

Ian Grey & Charlie Payne

in the last throes of their unsuccessful fight against
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Advance warning to all growers, cooks

•

A handmade glove puppet

and crafters – of our annual Produce

•

Poem: subject of ‘Weather’ (and

Show

we have plenty of that to work

Schedules will we hope be out in May,
and available from the Village Shop,

from!)
•

Photograph subject: ‘Doorways
and Entrances’

Post Office and Cotswold Woollen
Weavers’ Coffee Shop - but a few new

The miscellaneous class this year is ‘A

classes to aim at, although fruit and veg

Decorated Wooden Spoon’

remain fairly static.
Craft Classes include
•

An Apron (machine or hand

So off you go, dates in diaries please and
we look forward to another bumper
show.
Jane Martin

stitched)

Hats and Handbags Sale as part of the
many goodies on offer on 16th July.
This is your chance to purchase and/or
donate good quality hats and
handbags, to raise funds for the two
village churches. Please leave your lovely
offerings at the back of Filkins church
(where indicated) or on the day, in
Green Dragon House garden. Many
thanks Sally Denyer
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Burnt Sugar Lemon Tart
You might have your own favourite Lemon Tart
recipe do try this as when Mandy, St Filica
Treasurer, served this on a summer evening
with a dollop of crème fraiche, we were all
hooked!
Ingredients to serve 4
225g rich sweet shortcrust pastry (you can
make it but I buy it!)
Finely grated zest and juice of 5 large lemons

the cream, followed by the eggs and egg

115g caster sugar

yolks (one at a time) until well mixed.

2 tsp brandy or sherry

Remove the warm baking tray from the

225ml double cream

oven and place the tart tin on top. Pour the

4 eggs plus 4 egg yolks (save one egg white for

lemon liquid into the tart case. Place the

brushing the pastry – see below* and label and

baking tray into the centre of the oven and

freeze the rest to use for a meringue at a later

cook for about 25-30 minutes or until the

date)

filling is just set. If the edges of the pastry

Icing sugar

begin to colour too much (have a quick
look after about 15 minutes) you can cover

Method

the edges with crinkled up foil edging. (You

Preheat oven to 200c/Gas 6.

can carefully cut off the pastry edges with a

Roll out the pastry to no more than a couple of

sharp knife after cooking if too brown or too

mm thick to a large enough size to line a deep

messy).

(23cm/9in) tart tin. Carefully lift the pastry using
a rolling pin underneath it and lay it into the

When cooked, remove the tart from the

tart tin making sure you push it carefully into

oven and pre-heat the grill to high. Sprinkle

the edges and retain a small overlay on the

the tart with icing sugar using a sieve and

top.

place under a hot grill until lightly browned.
Serve hot, warm or cold with a dollop of

To blind bake the pastry case, prick the base

crème fraiche. You can also decorate with

of the pastry with a fork and then either brush it

raspberries, strawberries or blueberries after

all over with lightly beaten egg white* or line it

you have burnt the sugar under the grill.

with baking paper and put in baking beans to

If you have a favourite recipe that you

hold the base down Bake the pastry in the

would like to share – send to me at

centre of the oven for approx. 15 – 20 minutes

debbie@debbielaw.co.uk. If you have a

until golden. Remove from the oven.

glut of any fruit or veg that you can share –

Put a baking tray into the oven to heat.

let us know that too!

Put lemon zest, juice, caster sugar, brandy or

Debbie

sherry into a bowl and stir to mix. Slowly beat in
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On 2nd June a group of Australian gardeners who
were visiting some of the great gardens of
England came to Filkins to enjoy lunch at The
Five Alls and to visit the Woollen Weavers. They
had contacted me to ask if they could see some
“ordinary” gardens and meet members of the

worthwhile and reminded us how lucky

village Gardening Club. We were delighted to

we are to live in the villages of Filkins and

welcome them and to show them the allotments

Broughton Poggs. We are now looking

and some of our gardens. They enjoyed Tea in

forward to visiting Coughton Court and

one

also Broughton Castle – both fascinating

of

the

gardens

when

there

was

an

opportunity to talk with them about their own
gardens – they came from all over Australia –
and to answer their many questions. Afterwards
they sent an email to thank me and say how
much they appreciated seeing the allotments
and lovely gardens and also said:

historic houses with lovely gardens.
If you live in the village, you are very
welcome to join our informal and friendly
Gardening Club. For further information
please talk to any current member –
there are over 40 of us in the village -

"..... WE LOVED the afternoon and can never

look on the Filkins website under Leisure

send enough thanks. We just so much enjoyed

or contact me on 01367 860282 or

meeting everyone and sharing village life for a

lucille68@btinternet.com

little. A huge thank you from our team to your
team.

Merryle & the Aussie gardeners

This made all our hard work hosting their visit

Happy gardening,
Lucille
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Village Matters

Fri 1st July
Friday 8th July
Friday 15th July
Friday 22nd July

Grey Bins
Green Bins
Grey Bins
Green Bins

Friday 29th July

Grey Bins

Food waste and recycling every week.

01367 860620

Day

Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Morning
9-12.30
8.30-12.30
Closed
9-12.30
Closed

Morning

Afternoon

Monday

10 - 12

3.00 – 5.00

Tuesday

10 - 12

3.00 – 5.00

Wednesday

-

3.00 – 5.00

Thursday

10 - 12

3.00 – 5.00

Friday

10 - 12

3.00 – 5.00

9 - 12

3.00 – 5.00

Saturday
Sunday

-

Volunteers always needed.
Please phone 860239

Church Services
July 3rd

July 13th & 27th

July 10th

1:30pm to 2pm

12

3.00 – 5.00

Mobile Library
Outside the Village Hall

Afternoon
1-5
Closed
Closed
Closed
1.30-4.30

July 17th

10.30am Parish Communion
Service in Filkins
6pm
Evensong service in
Boughton Poggs
10.30am Parish Communion
Service in Filkins

